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ABSTRACT 

Background: A novel coronavirus (COVID-19) is a newly discovered virus in 2019, in 

Wuhan, China. Globally around the world in the healthcare profession, including nurses, 

are the front line workers, considered as a vital member of the team trying to save 

several people's lives. Nurses are crucial even in protecting the medical team personnel 

implementing rigorous infection control measures. Aims: This review article aims to 

review the existing literature to explore the dynamic, challenging role of nurses using 

transferable skills to sustain high-quality services that are essential during the pandemic 

crisis due to COCID-19. Methods: A comprehensive searching of databases and 

Internet research engines holding information concerning frontline health workers and 

nurses contributions dimensions of health care during a pandemic crisis, using 

multidisciplinary approaches, and support system including evidence-based research 

implications for delivering the best possible quality care adopted the leading health 

organizations like the CDC, WHO, Google Scholar, Up-To-Date,  Medline, Pro-Quest–

Medline Index, Clinical key, EBSCO, and PubMed to retrieve the concept based pieces 

of information. Conclusions: This article spotlight the tremendous role of brave 

healthcare workers, including nurses who proved themselves as health warriors that 

need to be acknowledged more than ever. Also discussed how various dimension of 
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healthcare are synchronized with the specific challenges during the period of COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Keywords: Nurses dynamic role, Challenges, Code of Ethics, Therapeutic relationship, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A novel coronavirus (COVID-19) is a newly discovered virus in 2019, in Wuhan, China 

[1]. It is widely spreading over the entire world and the United States of America as of 

the high rate of outbreak [2]. Furthermore, acute respiratory disease caused by COVID-

19 increased the mortality rate of individuals above 60 years and those with conditions 

such as cancer, including chronic respiratory disease, diabetes, and cardiovascular 

disorders [1]. Nurses have a crucial role in attaining the healthcare industries goal by 

being the critical connections in the system of healthcare delivery. Nurses function 

begin from rendering not only the specialized care, but also involved in coordinating the 

other health professionals in order to meet the goals of the patients. The World Health 

Organization declared to dedicate May 2020 to nurses and midwives to parallax with the 

birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale's birth anniversary,  because the response to 

the crisis has reached a way beyond the core aim of 2020 as Nurses and Midwives 

International Year. The effort put in by the nurses globally during the pandemic crisis is 

excellent, powerful, and practical testimony of prospects that every nurses possess to 

communicate considerable challenges in the health care industry, which the theme of 

nurses day this year to attain [3]. A step further, this article will address the key issues 

about the nurses' perspectives on the impact of COVID-19, and to debunk the mixed 
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messages what is being reported every day is essential to drive nurses focusing on the 

significant domains of nursing practices as a motivating factor amid COVID-19. 

2. OUTBREAK OF COVID-19 

Worldwide Pandemic Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) caused by severe acute 

respiratory SARS-CoV-2, reported first in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.  The report 

Johns Hopkins CSSE [4] as of 27-07-2020, there were globally above 16,540,137 

confirmed documented cases. COVID-19 represents the great acute global health 

disaster in any health care settings, where some patients have severe debilitating 

conditions; some it is mostly respiratory-related signs and symptoms, while the rest of 

them barely feel ill, if at all. At the same time, others have nervous system-related 

illnesses such as loss of smell, a symptom documented between 20-80% of the infected 

COVID-19 patient. Nevertheless, every piece of the day that comes up, pneumonia is 

killing more people by at least 80-90 % than COVID-19 [5].  

3. COMMON FEATURES: COVID-19 

The most common symptom of patients infected with COVID-19 is the upper respiratory 

tract infection, dry cough, and tiredness, along with the less common symptom of sore 

throat, diarrhea, headache, conjunctivitis, a rash on the skin, loss of taste or smell, and 

discoloration of fingers and nails. There are severe symptoms such as shortness of 

breath, chest pain, and loss of speech or movement [6] —some developed fatal 

consequences, including septic shock, acute respiratory distress syndrome, and severe 

pulmonary edema [7]. Some patients suffer from further fatal complications, including 

sepsis, septic shock, pulmonary edema, severe pneumonia, and acute respiratory 

distress syndrome. Several epidemiology and virology studies demonstrated that 
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viruses transmitted from infected people to others in close direct contact through the 

people of infected cases or by with the objects and surface contamination [8]. It 

documented that the shedding of the infection is predominantly in the upper respiratory 

tract (URTI) during the early course of infection [9, 10]; also similar report share by 

WHO global networks (WHO, Situation report, 2020). That URTI happens in the initial 

three days, and later case definitions show presumably in the lower respiratory tract. 

However, cases outside the epicenter of the epidemic might vary in their clinical 

characteristics [11, 12]. Studies are also racing to debunk the puzzle of transmission 

from asymptomatic cases that might massively spread the disease. 

4. CHALLENGES FOR NURSES DURING COVID-19 

There is no wonder agreeing the verses "Nurses are the most robust backbone of the 

global healthcare system, and mostly its heart and soul."  Nurses wrestle with quite a 

massive challenges posed by COVID-19. The pandemic crisis created a concern in the 

whole healthcare industry that COVID-19 stress might become a long-term 

consequence [13]. Indeed there is an ethical concern about inadequate protection 

during the battle against COVID-19 that raised a question primarily on working hours. 

Though many nurses conditions mainly made them vulnerable to COVID-19, nurses are 

trying to retain the balance between their interdependent responsibility of personal and 

professional commitments [14].  

The traditional motivation of community thinking of nurses and the nursing history ethics 

have a predominant root in social-justice-oriented issues of disenfranchisement, equity, 

and the structural forms of oppression [15]. However, there is an argument deemed to 

exist that moral disturbance is the reciprocity to the constraints encountered by nurses 
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to righteous identity, responsibilities, and relationships [16]. Nevertheless, several 

quantitative researches revealed on how nurses treating COVID-19 patients deemed to 

develop mental health risks, such as depression, lack of sleep, stress, and anxiety. 

Frontline healthcare providers tend to experience added stressful situations while they 

happen to work in a new environment [17]. 

While healthcare frontline professionals, including nurses, encounter underlying 

concerns about their health and well-being, the relational professional and ethical 

context need a balance to address their obligations of beneficence and duty to care with 

rights to care for the patients infected with COVID-19. Nursing in these unique 

atmosphere demands a nurse disproportionate amount of high-level of altruism and 

self-sacrifice that should ever be saluted.  

5. APPROACHES TO DOMAINS OF HEALTHCARE  

The global healthcare system suffers from far-reaching unresolved consequences that 

threaten the lives, economy, and makes care unpredictable to sick people [18].  The 

most critical challenge concerning clinical, patient-focused outcomes and healthcare 

professionals' involvement in the initial stages of the process of any crisis requires 

unique strategies and approaches in quality improvement in the concerned field [19].  

5.1. Necessity of Comprehensive Care 

COVID-19 posed a significant challenge to the system that necessitates the need for 

comprehensive and vital management strategies during the outbreak, especially in 

treating critically ill patients. In considering the unknown disease and unprecedented 

consequences, the organizations need to provide multiple training, relevant education, 

and appropriate communication on how health care personnel can provide 
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comprehensive care to the needy population [20].  Researchers identified the 

comprehensive health care pioneering model of services that encompass continuous, 

shared, and seamless care, along with the organizing principle of an evidence-based 

approach [21]. Beheji and Buhaid [22] reminisced that nurses are the pioneers and 

dedicated professionals in revamping the best possible practices in meeting out the 

quality patient management and clinical safety. Study also reminds us “Nurses has an 

extraordinary position as a secured hook who integrate multi-professional team and 

communities across various sectors to manage and mitigate risks by ensuring 

appropriate communications as of COVID-19.”  

In this context, a video consultation including the branch of telemedicine, telehealth 

approach promoted and scaled up recently to minimize the transmission risk, especially 

in Uk and USA. It was evident that the telemedicine was implemented in 2015 during 

the outbreak, later updated framework mitigated during COVID-19. The aim of this 

framework included to implement a large scale to promote national public health 

outcomes. However, in most countries find struggles to implement it due to a lack of 

regulatory authorities in integrating these services during emergency and outbreak 

situations [23, 24].  

5.2. Shift in Therapeutic Relationship during Crisis 

There is a shift in traditional paradigm rapport that happened the way nurses care for 

COVID-19 patients. Nurses face tremendous barriers in maintaining the nurse-patient 

relationship during this pandemic situation [25].  Two categories of personal and 

professional challenges for both clients and therapists lead shared traumatic reality, 

being exposed to collective threats or disasters [26]. The World Health Organization as 
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of April 2020 [27], in the State of the World's Nursing Report, urged the governments 

and all stakeholders to react to the developing and advancing technologies and models 

of health and social integrated care, and the policies in considering the issues known to 

affect the nurses' retention in the healthcare settings, which can leverage perspective 

arising from digital health technology. 

The most beneficial nurse-patient interaction is required for both nurses and patients, 

which usually starts on patient admission to the hospital. Currently, visiting restrictions 

made nurses to adhere to the social distancing guidelines strictly. Mask, gown, and 

gloves prevent the infected person from viewing health care providers, which creates a 

substantial challenge to efficient communication [25]. Despite the direct and indirect 

challenges of psychosocial ramification, nurses are consistently rendering holistic care 

to the needy population in the hospital, community, and care homes. 

5.3. Multidisciplinary Health Care Team Effort and Training 

Healthcare providers, including nurses, faced unprecedented stress and lacked self-

confidence in caring for patients with this new coronavirus disease.  Even though it is 

well understood concerning the risk of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, transmission, 

genetic mutation and pathogenicity, and treatment of illness, health professionals or the 

healthcare team members join together to combat pandemic situation from several 

specialties and different hospitals, there might be the existence of differences in 

cultures, communication, and procedures.  A recent qualitative study captured nurses' 

perceptions while working with the new multidisciplinary team in a different setting with 

various protocols [26]. Healthcare workers and nurses are the primary service providers 

working at the frontline during COVID-19 response, to provide quality, respectful 
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treatment and efficient care, would also act as a community dialogue agent to address 

questions about stress, anxiety of health personnel, and in some situations, collecting 

data for clinical researches too.  

The global nursing workforce is calculated at 27.9 million, of which 19.3 million are 

professional nurses. However, the world does not have a global workforce for nursing 

professionals commensurate with the comprehensive health coverage and Sustainable 

Development Goal (SDG) earmark [27]. Clinical nurses, while working in the team in the 

health institutions, are more vulnerable to a higher level of risk of infection but also 

mental health issues [28]. The term “Resilience” is a vital factor in coping and 

functioning in such crisis times; however, others caution that characteristics could be 

viewed narrowly as an individual’s responsibility where in reality, it is organizational 

responsibility [29].  

Numerous educational campaigns deliver updated knowledge about coronaviruses, 

including the protocol on staff morale and patients' safety for health care workers of all 

disciplines to regulate quality and satisfied services for the community. Further, the 

effectiveness of dissemination of knowledge related to COVID-19 has also been studied 

by researchers to shed light on proving the accessibility and impact to training 

programs. However, the existing gap with limited knowledge about emerging infectious 

disease and infection control practices significantly exists, and positively correlates to 

the poor knowledge transfer due to less number of experience and young age [30]. 

Alsahafi et al. [31] also acknowledged that sub-optimal knowledge was found among 

HCW and recommended the dire necessity of further training and education primarily of 
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personal protective equipments, controlling infections by appropriate measures, and 

isolation techniques.  

Although exceptional efforts have been made to prohibit the barriers in exchange of 

information, studies moved to shed lights on recognizing the hindering factors and 

demonstrated the associated factors such as lack of compliance with articulating the 

required details, personal opposition, inefficient communication technology quality, 

cultural and language barriers, expertise deficiency, lack of interest due to work 

atmosphere, incentives, and organizational factors [32]. If staff are stressed and 

struggling psychologically (through lack of resources or ethical and emotional 

challenges as in COVID-19, nurses can feel it is their "fault" because they have not 

been "resilient enough." So caution should be applied in the interpretation of factors 

related to so-called 'resilience.' 

Even though several institutions implement strategies to develop nurses’ knowledge 

and skill, it needs to be monitored routinely and evaluated for better coordination within 

the team of healthcare, including specialists, physicians, and health care assistants. 

Comprehensive concerted efforts for the safety of nurses by regular and consistent 

training is essential to empower critical managing incidents with appropriate 

preparedness.  

6. SUPPORT SYSTEM AND CODE OF ETHICS 

COVID-19 outbreak severely compromised the well-being of the health services 

community and the nurses in terms of psychosocial impact of huge workload, need for 

their safety, and anxiety, and the fear about their family. There are mounting evidences 

by researchers all over the world on the poor outcome due to lack of support system.  A 
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recent study documented a High-level psychosocial morbidity that is associated with 

nurses' emotional turmoil with frustration due to fear of either having an infected family 

member or worried about infecting their family members [33, 34]. Another cross-

sectional large-scale descriptive study anecdotally reported that during this COVID-19 

outbreak, nurses might be exposed to long-term consequences with high risk than 

others in the team [35].  

However, nurses are quite challenging to continue their service, as they feel holistic 

care is incredibly important to embrace ethical and professional obligation to their 

profession [36].  A survey among nurses working in ICU demonstrated the underlying 

causes of psychosomatic illness such as less appetite or improper digestion of food, 

sleeping difficulties, crying spells, and even suicidal intention. Most importantly, nurses 

who do not have adequate training and experience of caring for patients admitted at an 

intensive care unit pose a more significant mental crisis [37]. Several challenges 

become more evident as the health crisis of COVID-19 gets unfolded. Solid record is 

available globally about the concerns of nurses concerning acquiring theoretical 

knowledge and competence in practical skills, which are the two different sides of the 

coin as an indicator.  One of those challenges in the current scenario is, although 

nurses expressed interest in having the training, they have practical difficulties to detach 

themselves from the busy wards during a crisis. They are stressed about attending it, 

added to regular shift with extended hours decrease the number of HCW participating in 

a session [38]. 

Historically professional nurses deliver empathetic, efficient care to catastrophe 

response, though nature of their work put them on risk. Nurses are apprehensive 
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concerning ethical, legal, and professional protection while caring for patients in the 

COVID-19 pandemic crisis. Nurses are equally obligated to the patient and to the self 

[39] (American Nurses Association Code of Ethics Provision 2& 5), which is more likely 

to be a conflicting statement. Moreover, nurses consistently care critically ill under 

extreme circumstances, including lack of or insufficient resources and uncontained 

contagion. They need to be embraced in this heart-wrenching resolution by the systems 

in which they deliver needed care and by the society (ANA, 2020). 

Also, the guidance provided by the Code of Ethics (ANA.2015) in the situation of crisis 

for nurses states that nurses must decide how much the care can be delivered with high 

quality? There might be choices based on moral grounds, to perpetuate professional 

integrity.  Consequently, healthcare institutions, administrators, managers, and health 

professionals must recognize employers and employees expectations.  

7. RESEARCH: EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE (EBP) 

Even in a well-staffed facility with a professional, supportive environment, the 

unprecedented nature of COVID-19 aspects makes confrontation with healthcare 

providers with high risk and strains of emotion. Such strain and risk causes the nurses 

to undergo ethical dilemmas whose desires to meet up their professional obligation of 

ethical practice might establish a conflict with priorities and personal values. The 

emotional strain complicates the ethical strain. Amid deep strain, nursing research could 

suggest the proper evidence-based supportive messages related to having a positive 

ethical environment and the better support from an institution to manage ethical issues 

that are the crucial elements to overcome ethical dilemmas [40].  
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The evidence-based solution to the confronting challenges is the appropriate platform to 

during the period of enormous upheaval, strain, and risk. Nevertheless, national policy 

guidelines and preparedness at the level of the institution take a role as a 

complementary approach that would deliver empirical support through nursing 

researches [41]. The professional experiences, strategies, and institutional policies 

concerning confrontation, exploration, and management of pandemic crises are 

essential to all health professionals and nurses in managing an outbreak of any 

infectious diseases [38]. 

In addition to basic scientific clinical research performing studies on infection-

transmission-prevention, addressing the crucial issues about the physical and 

psychological experiences of supporting the victims is a mandatory paradigm of the 

crisis period [42]. Besides, pandemic disease requires exploration of the cultural 

diversity on the perception, and prevention of COVID-19 will be a significant aspect of 

the transmission and management of COVID-19 [43, 44]. 

Interrupted services of (EBP) in collecting data have been modulated with an alternative 

protocol that could enhance the efficacy and safety assessment includes a system of 

central data monitoring, digital technology methods, home care, and central lab. Even in 

a pandemic outbreak, HCW holds a primary role as a team to implement and assess 

the site to retain participants of ongoing clinical trials and to promote the clinical 

outcome [45]. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Globally, COVID-19 highlights the significant role of HCW, including nurses in 

healthcare prevention and promotion. Even though nurses are aware of the challenges 
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posed due to the pandemic crisis of COVID-19, nurses continue demonstrating and 

delivering high standard quality care. However, long term exposure to psychosocial 

associated stress-inducing environment would develop physical and mental crises, that 

need to be addressed, especially in a pandemic situation in order to draw the 

meticulous attention of the administrators, to sustain competent practices while caring 

patients of an unprecedented panic that will eventually relieve the psychological impact 

on nurses. 
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